Cruel secret about BC’s wolf kill program revealed
The BC Government lied about how they use wolves to betray their family packs
(GOLDEN, BC – Dec. 11, 2019) A gruesome detail about BC’s wolf-killing program has been revealed in a
new government report titled South Peace Caribou Recovery following Five Years of Experimental Wolf
Reduction. Individual wolves that are radio-collared to later reveal the location of their pack are
exposed to repeated trauma in this highly disturbing practice…over and over again. Despite being
denied by government in previous media enquiries, the Methods section of the 2019 experimental
report describes how the collared wolf is left to watch as it’s entire family is gunned down from the air,
and kept alive year after year, being forced to repeatedly witness the death of any wolf that befriends
it.
“Knowing that wolves are highly sentient and dependent on each other for survival makes this practice
unbearable to think about, yet we must. Imagine what these collared wolves experience. How many
times do they have to suffer?” questions Sadie Parr, executive director of Wolf Awareness.
In 2016 the province reluctantly admitted that it net-guns individual wolves from helicopters to fit them
with radio collars so that gunmen can be flown in at a later date to relocate the collared wolf with its
family and kill them all. The animals collared in the practice described above are often referred to as
"Judas Wolves" to portray a sense of ultimate betrayal; yet Judas made a deliberate choice.
The South Peace wolf-kill program, which encompasses an area larger than half of Vancouver Island, has
killed more than 550 wolves and is proposed to continue for an indefinite period; until the landscape
can no longer support sufficient elk, moose and deer to feed wolves. Tax- funded wolf kill programs are
also underway in areas around Revelstoke and Nelson.
The province recommitted to transparent and fulsome consultation about caribou recovery planning
after several heated community meetings elicited outrage in BC’s interior. However, the ministry then
conducted a closed consultation in its proposal to expand the wolf kill program underway to three
additional areas (Tweedsmuir-Entiako, Hart Ranges, and Itcha-Ilgachuz caribou herd ranges) and pay
hunters to kill cougars in the Itcha-Ilgachuz caribou range. The consultation document was finally leaked
to conservation groups, who immediately opposed the plans.
Conservation group Wolf Awareness maintains that wolves are being scapegoated for industrial and
recreational interests, and that wolves, wildlife and ecosystems deserve better.
Says Parr. “The tax-funded unethical and inhumane wolf kill program coupled with secrecy and pitifully
inadequate caribou habitat protection is a stain on the entire country. Ethical and ecological
considerations are being ignored.”
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WOLF AWARENESS is a conservation organization dedicated to promoting positive attitudes towards
carnivores in general, the wolf in particular, and to fostering an appreciation for the environment of
which we are all a part.
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